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Conceptual model of canyon development
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B) Long after incision through caprock:
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-Channel erosion rates
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but are highly variable
in time.
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Hillslopes far from baselevel are
still concave after 350 ky because
the source of blocks (the resistant
caprock) is still close to the channel.
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-The channel was
autogenically kicked out
of equilibrium just after
600 ky (how??)
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Hillslopes at middle distances
from baselevel are linear-to-convex.
As the caprock retreats, the lower
hillslope receives fewer blocks.
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The channel equilibrates to the
20 imposed baselevel lowering (yellow profile)
before being forced out of equilibrium by
block delivery from the hillslope.
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Hillslopes near baselevel are
linear at the top where blocks
are available, but are convex
near the channel.
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